2020 Digital Video Library (DVL) Confidentiality Agreement

All discussion and materials presented in the SIR 2020 Digital Video Library (DVL), including but not limited to all discussion and materials pertaining to medical care or treatment (collectively, “Confidential Information”) are confidential and are intended only for the purpose of medical peer review in furtherance of the exchange of information for the improvement of patient care and in the reduction of morbidity and mortality in the field of cardiovascular and interventional radiology. By viewing the DVL, you agree not to disclose, divulge, reproduce, distribute or otherwise communicate to any person, firm or corporation any such confidential information in any manner whatsoever.

Furthermore, viewers agree not to act or otherwise become involved as an expert, consulting or testifying, for the plaintiff in any civil action involving any and all confidential information which has been the subject of critical disclosure during any portion of the DVL.